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Abstract:
This work examines in detail trolling behaviour that occurred during the mass email “reply allpocalypse”
of 2019 at a university in southwestern Ontario. Whereas internet trolling is generally thought of as
anonymous, antisocial behaviour, this event defies such characterizations in three ways: 1) all respondents
participated on a real-name basis, 2) the majority of trolling messages sent were non-malicious attempts at
humour, and 3) the email trolling seemed to have at least some pro-social, community-building effects.
This study challenges assumptions about who engages in internet trolling and for what purpose by
presenting an example of benign trolling in academia.

1. Introduction
One fall Tuesday morning in 2018, an email message advertising upcoming events and guest speakers at
the department of Women’s Studies was sent to thousands of students, staff, and professors at a large
university in southwestern Ontario. Mass emails such as this are a common occurrence at this institution
and many others like it, and this case would not otherwise be notable but for one quirk: instead of using
the “blind carbon copy” (BCC) function for the list of recipients, the sender of this email (presumably)
accidentally used the regular “carbon copy” (CC) function. This meant that, when the people who were
upset that they had received an email not directly and personally relevant to them inevitably wrote back
to complain, many of these curmudgeons mistakenly replied-all to the entire list of institutional
recipients rather than the initial sender only. These first reply-all missteps prompted others to reply-all,
some commenting on the futility of requests to be removed from institutional mailing lists and others
attempting to chastise the use of reply-all (while themselves using reply-all to do so). These, in turn,
inspired yet more people to chime in, causing the email thread to rapidly snowball.
Over the next two days, this mass email thread spiralled out of control into hundreds of reply-all
messages filled with jokes, memes, insults, pleas for decorum, and all manner of trolling behaviour –
that is, many of the participants in this thread did so in order “to cause disruption and/or to trigger or
exacerbate conflict for the purposes of their own amusement” (Hardaker, 2010). The thread was
eventually shut down by IT services, but not before spawning several Facebook groups, Twitter
conversations, and real-life posters on campus referencing the now-famous “remove me from this list”
phrase.

2. Background
Cases of email storms are not uncommon and may afflict any organization or group using mailing lists.
Notable past occurrences include blow-ups at New York University (Signore, 2012), the UK’s National
Health Service (Siddique, 2016), the state government of Utah (Turkewitz, 2018), and at Microsoft
(Weinberger, 2019). Although there is often some media coverage of these events, research into email
communications has been sparse since the mid-2000s. Au and Marks (2013) suggest three reasons why

email messages may be underused as a source of data: 1) difficulty in establishing proper context when
interpreting the variety of types of email messages, 2) ethical issues related to the access to and
confidentiality of email, and 3) challenges in triangulation between email data and other types of data
(e.g. interviews). It may also be the case that email is seen as mundane or old technology. Despite these
issues, email studies can provide valuable insight into how people interact in a variety of workplace and
organizational settings, such as in education (Maxwell, 2012) and health care (Harvey, et al, 2008).
The case of the Women’s Studies “reply allpocalypse” represents a unique opportunity to document
emergent trolling behaviour in an under-studied environment: academia. Despite a growing body of
literature on internet trolling in the recent years, researchers have, thus far, tended to focus on social
media platforms (Cole, 2015; Karppi, 2013), message forums (Coles & West, 2016), and online video
games (Cook, Schaafsma & Antheunis, 2017). Furthermore, much of this body of work frames trolling as
a behaviour tied to anonymity or pseudonymity (Knuttila, 2011; Santana, 2013; Van der Nagel & Frith,
2015) and motivated by antisocial or psychopathic impulses (Lopes & Yu, 2017; Synnott, Coulias &
Ioannou, 2017). The Women’s Studies “reply allpocalypse” defies these past characterizations of
internet trolling in three ways: 1) all respondents participated on a real-name basis either through their
institutional or personal email, 2) the majority of trolling messages sent were non-malicious attempts at
humour, and 3) the email trolling seemed to have at least some pro-social effects, as conversations
within the email thread and over social media made references to how new friendships had formed
through this shared experience.

3. Methods
This work-in-progress seeks to provide a descriptive analysis of the Women’s Studies “reply
allpocalypse” from beginning to end. I will map out the timeline of the mass email thread based on
email timestamps and trace the various branching conversations as they develop over the course of the
email storm. Messages will be coded and classified using thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2008), and
individual participants will be tracked through the thread to determine the extent of their interactions.
All personal information associated with the email data will be anonymized and any references to the
content of the messages will have identifying information removed. Ultimately, this study will determine
the number of participants in this mass email, the form and extent of their participation, and number
and types of interactions that occurred.

4. Conclusion
This work makes a novel contribution to the field of internet trolling by examining a case that challenges
many traditional assumptions about trolling. Trollers in this case were fully identified, rather than
anonymous, and from demographics commonly thought of as targets of trolling, rather than
perpetrators of it. The event occurred over email, rather than on social media, and was primarily goodnatured, rather than antagonistic. Compared with newer modes of online communications, email
correspondence may seem familiar and unexciting, but instances of mass email blow-ups serve as a
reminder that there is still much to be learned from the use of even the most established forms of
communications technology.
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